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never trips. The lighting looks good throughout 
every season, and lengthens the time they 
spend in their garden with family and friends. 
It’s not an unrealistic list when you think 
about it.

Not any faff there! They’re the three easiest 
steps for any designer or client to start to 
appreciate what needs lighting and where to 
start. I’ve covered each step in depth in a 
previous article, but here’s a quick overview.
●  Functional – Lighting, often from above, that 

will help you move around the garden safely, 
turn on when you need it, and often 
automatically controlled.

●  Aesthetic – Lighting that helps to create 
mood and ambience within a garden, often in 
areas where you would relax. Tends to be a 
lower level of light.

●  Feature – Lighting that helps create the 
‘wow’ factor and picks out key features.

 Below that is the dark art of garden lighting – an 
ever changing cauldron of physics, creativity, 
technology and innovation.

FUNCTIONAL,
AESTHETIC,
FEATURE

I’ll endeavour to take 
another layer off to help 
designers, landscapers and other installers 
create lighting for life.

If you can’t afford it, don’t do it. Don’t talk the 
client round to lighting at stage one, but do 
futureproof any garden with conduits. It’s cheap 
and easy to put them in from stage one – it’ll 
show your professionalism and care for them into 
the future.

If the budget is small then just light one 
feature, or make the light a feature itself. A 
feature light hidden behind a fret work board will 
create effects on a patio you wouldn’t believe. 

Treat the garden like a picture; the frame is 
the windows that your client will view it from 
when it’s not being used. 

Finally, make it simple to control, and where 
possible, automatic. It’s easy to fit a timer and 
dusk to dawn to any one circuit lighting system. 
That way the lights are enjoyed with no effort, 
and also become a security deterrent.
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This month I’m lucky enough to be writing my 
article from Oniro, a bar overlooking the 
Mediterranean Sea on the island of Cyprus. It’s 
not all digging in the rain as a lighting installer!

As this month is FutureScape 2016, I thought 
I’d try and summarise a few topics that I’ve 
sought to address since I started writing for Pro 
Landscaper in 2014.

I’ve really enjoyed the last two years, pushing 
forward with my teaching at the London College 
of Garden Design and speaking at FutureScape 
2015. It’s so good to be part of the whole 
education process to enable designers to 
confidently tackle lighting systems.

The conversation I have repeatedly is when I 
meet with the client; the one who will actually 
use, enjoy and benefit from a quality designed 

and installed system. Inevitably I hear about past 
lighting systems they’ve had, and often it’s not a 
positive conversation. They talk about how 
much they paid for a system that didn’t look 
good, didn’t do what they wanted, kept breaking 
down, and how eventually they just gave up with 
it all.

From the start, I’m tackling a mountain trying 
to get to the bottom of both what they need 
now and their lighting journey to date. Often their 
requirements are simple: they want a system 
that works from one switch, always turns on and 
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EDUCATE

My first approach is to 
use the scenic lighting 
FAF principle:
● Functional
● Aesthetic

● Feature
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